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ABSTRACT

Superconducting magnets tor accelerators can be
accidentally quenched by Iwtc resulting fro* baas
losses In th* aagnet. The threshold far such quenches
is determined by th* time structure of tha beaa, loss
JIIU1 by details ot" the magnet application! corn true d o n
Jiitl coolinti. A 4.25 a long superconducting coalna 8
•lipnLe magnet, MARK VI, constructed during tha research
and development phase of the ISAS£LLE Project at BNL
w.i:> installed in the 28. 5 GeV/c primary proton beam
line from the ACS. ay isnerglilni; tha magnet, die pro-
i.m !>i!jiu could In; deflected into elm magnet. Tim beua
incmislcy required co ttueitcii the magnet was observed
. ..r different bejm sizes ami jt several values ot" mag-
auc current up ;o 2*1)0 A or approximately 70S of Che
:;:̂ ltedt magnet operating curruiit. The maximum current
;.JS limited by clit> gas-cooled power lead clou available
.i3i.ni; pool-boiling helium rather than single phase
,orced-clow helium at 5 a cm cor which the magnet sys-
cem was designed. Details of the experimental setup
including th* augnac and cryogenic syacea, tha baaa-
uonttoring equipaent and lnatruawntatlon ara daacrlbed.
V\\e aaaauraaants are discuaaad and coapared t.ich baaa
heating maaaureaenta nad* on another superconducting
nagnet and interpreted using the Cascade Slaulacion
Program, CASIH.

I. Experimental Arrangement

Superconducting magneto in high energy physics
applications may be exposed to Intense particle b«aas
t.hich can deposit relatively large aaouncs ot heat in
tile tougnet in short period* of tiae. To lnveatlgat*
eh* >>ff«cts or this radiation lieadng on a magnet <ie-
aicnej for an higli allergy storage d n g accelerator,
MV11K VI, an ISAUELLE riJ coalna •) dlpole aagaatt was
luatalled in th* fast external 28.5 GeV/c prloary pro-
con beaa In the North Area of th* ACS. Figure 1 st.cve
aclituutli'ally the aagnet installation ia Che Fast Ex-
ternal Beaa (FEB) relative to tha ACS. The AGS circu-
lating beast intenalty is measured by a current trana-
forner (CBH) located it L15 and the FEB intensity by
currant traniforaers (CT) located ae U1S and U303 along
tha beaa transport line as indicated in Fig. 1.

Tha experimental setup in th* area ot the oagnet
installation is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The
magnet, MARK VI, is shown positioned la thn b*a».
Tlffc magnet was naune«d on rails so that le could be
rolled out of thu beoa line wlwn radiation hentlng
studies were not scheduled to permit utilization of
the bean for neutrino physics In dacector* dounsneaa
In t!i« U-line.

The magnec was p r o w l e d by circulating helium
from etui B.'IL 7-it. Bubble Cliunh. - helium refrigerator
oomprensors chroutfli a liquid nicrogan heat exchanxer
j»d than through ttia magnet and returning the gas to
the coapreesor systea. The magnet was further cooled
and filled with liquid hetiun froa storage dewars sup-
plied from the Bubble Clumber helium refrigerator/
ilquutler. lleliuM j;as LO pruStfurlze the storage dewara
uuii cakun froa die UubbLe Uliaiuucr coapreaaor system
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and heliua boil-off gaa froa the magnet cryostac and
gas flow froa the magnet gas-cooled power leads were
returned to the coapressor systea completing a closed
loop aystaa. Tha liquid nitrogen heat exchanger and
heliua storage devars were located outalda the been
U n a shielding b a n and connacted to the magnet cryo-
atat with 48-fc. long supply and return transfer lines
inatalied through a snail ccndult. The magnet and gae-
cooled power lead* had been designed for forced-flow
cooling at S atm. Because the only mode of cooling
available for these experiments involved pool boiling
heliua from 3torage dewars, the maxlmua pressure that
could b.e attained was JetarmlneJ by relluji vjlvu set-
tings .in tt>" junufie ilkjwjfs. Thid cunstralut limited
the po«v. lead gas c'luw vlilcli in turn Limited thu
3arZ;~uji magnet current that could be used ^aioly to
Z'.CiJ A or abuuc 70% ot the highest operating current
tor che magnet. Ths temperature or the magnec was
monitored by sensors at the numbered Locations indicat-
ed in Fig. 3.

The povet supply for the magnet was installed in
the aaae area a* th* heliua dewars and controlled from
the instrumentation trailer shown in Fig. 2. Th*
power supply system waa a standard AGS 450 kilowatt
SCR type set for a maximum current of 3600 A at an
output voltage of approximately 15 V d.c. Comparators
were used to trip the power supply on power lead and
magnat overvoltages.

The FES at tha AGS can be operated so that the en-
tire beaa in tha AGS consisting of LO prnrang In 12
bunches spaced 200 nanoseconds apart La extracted in
2.A nicroseconds with a pulse repetition rate of i
seconds. Because the existing FICS CT monitors were
suited to measure Intensities 2 to 3 orders of magni-
tude higher than those required for the radiation
heating tests, a Secondary Emission Chamber (SEC) and
an lonization Chamber (IC) for Intensity maasurements
and a Segaented Wire lonizatlon Chaaber (SHIC) for
beam profile and position measurement, designed for
lower intensifies, were Installed just upstream of
th* magnet. To track the beaa intensity over a large
range of value*, interconparlson* were made between
various measuring Instruments over their overlapping
range*. Th* FEB CT's were useful for intensities

above 0.4 x 10 protons per pulae (ppp), th* SEC

measured intensities above 10 ppp and the IC had a

linear raaponse below 10,11 PPP.

Th* AGS was first detuned to run at its lowest
11J

stable intensity of approximately i.S Co 2 x 10 * ppp.
A gain change was then made in the rt system radial

loop to permit operation down to about i x 10" ppp.
Lower intensities were obtained by spoiling the extrac-
tion efficiency frca the typical value of 952. A
final absolute cross-calibration of the intensity was
made by using foil activlation at two different inten-
sities. These calibration measurements agreed very
well with results obtained from the SEC and CC.

The SWIC, having u raaulutlon of 2 mm/step, was
used to measure relative beam profiles and to obtain



(.he relative post don oi che beam encarlng the magnet.
Figure 4a shows a typical SUIC display at high beam
intensity, 4b, at low intensity and 4c, che beam din-
placed horizontally by approximately l.S cm. Tha beaa
was also moved vertically to Investigate the affects
or radiation baadns off tha midplan* of tha magnet.

A shunt was hardwired In tha ougnat circuit to
measure currant and an H-coil device, which essantlally
monitors tha flux In an air cora solenoid, was instal-
led co neasura dl/dt and, hence, I » /dl/dt dt also.
An Hall probe was placed in the bora of the magnet to
monicor directly the field at that position, and an
array of search coils mounted at various angles on
a 2-fc. long plastic tuba, whose outer diameter
equalled the bore siza of the magnac, was used to
measure the several multipolea present In the field.
The sexcupola and decapol* correction winding* of tha
MARK VI magnet were also used as search colls. The
behavior or the magnet after quenching waa BoolCored
by these devices. However, this paper deacribes only
measurements leading to the determination of quench
thresholds.

II. Experimental Results

Figure 5 Is a schematic of Che experiments show-
ing how die field oc Che magnet bant the full particle
iie.ua pulse into che magnet coil. Starting at low
:>L-.iiii Intensity with the magnet ciu-rcnc at some con-
stant value, a pulse oc' beam was deflected into the
nunuot. If the magnet did not quench, a second higher
Intensity bean pulse was sent inco tha aagnat several
,niin'tea later. Successively higher intensity pulses
were delivered in this way until a magnet quench
occurred. A magnet quench was detected by observing
a voltage developing across the aagnat and a rapid
ri»« of the helium pressure in the magnet dewar sys-
tem. The window between the intensity of the pulse
which caused a quench and tha highest beam intensity
which did not defined the quench threshold. The
quench thresholds were determined as a function of
magnet c rrent for different beam condition*.

The Initial test* with the magnet were made to
determine if, Indeed, the proposed experiment could
he carried out. These tests ware designed to res-
pond co such questions as: Are measured quench thresh-
holds reproducible? How carefully should tht magnet
cjinperJCura be controlled? What time Intervals are
required between quenches or pulses to achieve tem-
perature equilibrium? How important is lc to hit the

in the same spot with the beam?

The reproducibility of the quench thresholds waa
tested by making 5 runs under che sama conditions with
ch'. aagnat current at 1000 A which generates a fiald
of about 1.2 T. Thresholds were obtained which ware
consistent to better than 102. That possibility of
residual heat building up In the magnet during a
succession of pulsaa which could affect tha observed
threshold was investigated by holding tha Intensity
near riO'/, of tha measured threshold for a sequence of
.'0 pulses, 2 sees, apart. No quenches occurred under
these conditions Indicating that a heating affect on
.i 2 dec. time scale could not be observed.

The horizontal position of the beam whoaa cross-
aectlon waa 4 sai horizontally by 3 mm vertically waa
also changed in 1 cm steps as shown schematically
In Fig. 6. This horizontal moveaanc changed both
che location where ch* beam energy waa deposited in
tli* magnet coil and tha angle of incidence of ch* beam
to the magnet. A gradual increase of 10-20X In the
quench threshold was observed «s the location waa moved
from uputr" tin to downstream until at position 4 on

Fig, 6 che beam missed the coll. Cross changes In
beam position change the quench thresholds by less
tliaa 2QX. The jppurent systematic Increase In thres-
hold aa the location where beam energy waa deposited
wsa moved downstream Is noc yet understood.

The beam position was varied vertically by t 1 cm
with less than a 103! change In threshold. Finally,
the quench threshold was obssrved to increase by 30%
when the beam waa defocused co double its cross-sec-
tion. A Monte Carlo simulation of the development
of the energy shower, using the appropriate beam
sizes and geometries, gave a 40% increase in the thres-
hold when the beam cross-section was doubled.. The
expected increase in threshold Is not proportional
to that beast cross-section because the energy shower
develops over a considerably greater area than tha
bean cross-sections used in this experiment.

Figure 7 shows the measured quench threshold*
for the cosine 9 dipole magnet, MARK VI, as a function
of magnet currant. For each experimental point, the
beam full width was approximately 4 mm horizontally
by 3 ma vertically before entering che magnetic field.
The area of the magnet coll illuminated by the beam
decreased and the angle of Incidence of che beam co
tha aagnat coil increased as che magnetic field was
Increased, complicating the interpretation of the
measurements. The non-linear increase in quench
threshold below bOO A Indicates that the magnet is
very stable to beam heating at low currents (the in-
jection current for ISAUELLE is 301) A). At the low
currenc values the beam was scanned horizontally as
la Fig. 6 to assure that it was not being steered
through tha magnet without striking the magnet coil.
These results were obtained using liquid helium to
cool the magnet rather than forced-flow helium gas for
which the magnec was designed. No attasipt has been
made to compensate for differences in heat capacity
and transfer between these two methods of cooling.

In order to obtain a physically more meaningful
Interpretation of these experimental results, che

MACSIH variant of the Monte-Carlo code CASIM1 to
simulate beam and caacade propagation in tha presence
of a magnetic field was used. Taking into account
the geometry of che experiment and a detailed descrip-
tion of the coil region near che horizontal mldplane
of ch* magnet, the maximum overall energy densities
deposited in the magnet by the beam were determined as

a function of the magnet current with the HACSIM model.'

These energies densities expressed in units of mJ/cm
per proton are plotted as a function of magnec current
in Fig. 8. This curve is quite flat indicating that
die maximum enPTgy deposition density par proton has
only a very weak dependency on Ch* current. The break-
down of the curve at small magnet current* occur*
btcauaa tha cascada and the beam only pir. '.v cross
ch* coil. Using the curv* from Fig. 8 as a "calibra-
tion curve" to convert beam intensities into absorbed
energy densities, the measured beam Intensities from
Fig. 7 were transformed co maximum absorbed energy
densities and plotted aa a function of current in
Fig. 9. Those plots or quench and recovery heat tol-
erance functions of che magnet are shown as dashed
curves in Fly. 9 together with a full line represent-
ing a shifted ideal ''short sample" lieuc tolerance curve

as described by Bozokl.

Curves representing ch* average and minimum
enthalpy of a midplanc magnet conductor ara also dis-
played an Fig. 9. A comparison of the enthalpy curve*
with che heat Colerancc curves shows that the BNL
cosine d magnet lias excellent stability at low currents,
the quench threshold at 0.5 IcA and I).6 T, for example,



being a factor of approximately 20 greater than the
enthalpy reserve of the mi>iplane conductor ac that
currant. The curves also *how chat this factor de-
crease* rapidly with Increasing curreoc.

The rasult of an earlier published experiment on
radiation heacing ulth the BNL 8^ window-frame bend-
ing magnet at 2.S T is plotted on Fig. 9 normalized
with the HARK VI re*ult* a* a function of (jxB IcA -

17cm")J. The 8° muxnet, with gruovcd high purity
jluainum spacer atrip* and more liquid helium In
che nia^net windings, ha* a quench tolerance larger
by a factor of 40 than the MARK VI magnet ac

(jxB kA-r/cm ) * • 8.5 For magnetic fields up to
2.3 T, the 8° magnet is essentially cryostable.

III. Conclusions

The HARK VI cosine 8 magnet cooled wich liquid
helium is quite stable Co baam radiation heating ac
Lou magnec currents. A Monte Carlo program, CASIM,
provides an accurate interpretation of the results
ot beam radiation heatin? experiments and may bs used
ti predict energy densities deposited in magnets by
suoii heating. The effects of cooling, In particular
che rorceii-rluu technique proposed tor i.£A3EUE, liave
cut yec been determined experimentally.

L. A. Van Olnneken, CASLH, NAL-TH-272, 197S. See
also u.li. UozokL, "The Cascade Simulation Pro—
jjCJm CASIH and It* Verification at Proton
Energies of 200 and *00 CeV", BNL-26921, 1979.

1. li.U. Bozoki, "Temperature and Extension of Normal
Zones In the Co LI of MK-VI Aiter Beam Heacing",
HNL ISA 40-0, 19U0.

J. J. Allinger, ec al, IEEE Trans, on Hag., Vol.
Mag-15, No. 1, p. 119.



Figure Capdona

Fig. 1 Schemacic showing magnet installation
ralaciva Co Che ACS.

Fiji. -' Sclivnutic ol° experimental setup In mag-
net installation aieu.

Schematic showing location c-f magnet
temperature sensors.

Fig. 4 Segmented Hire lonizacion Chamber pcofilea.

Fig. 5 Top view schematic of radiation haaclng
ceica showing the magnacic fiald bend-
ing the particle beaa Into tha oagnat
coil.

:'i.;. n Top view ahuwing schematically the change
Ln location .uul angle o£ incidence of the
bujm tn Che magnet as the beam was moved

1'ig. 7 ijuench thresholds for MASK VI in terms of
beam Intensity or' 28.5 GeV/c protona
versus magnet current.

Fig. a Overall energy deposition density maxinuns
per proton as a function of magnet cur-
rent.

Quench thresholds for che cosine 8 magnet,
MAKK VI, in terms of energy densities
deposited versus magnet currant. Lower
curves mark the average (A) and the mini-
mum (M) unthalpy reserve for a conductor
at tha horizontal midplane. Right verti-
cal scale: maximum temperature of normal
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